
 
The Tram haus Lodge

There’s no two ways about it: The Tram Haus Lodge is all Jay. It’s been designed to be part
of the mountain, but also created so the mountain is a part of it. Expertly built with a dedicated

team of Vermont craftsmen, the Tram Haus Lodge uses recycled and re-imagined parts and pieces
from the mountain and neighboring towns to pay tribute. The 57-suite hotel is home to Alice’s Table,

Tower Bar, and a large terrace area which, between these three spaces, cover off on meetings,
groups, events and weddings small and large, indoor and outdoor. Taiga Spa and Aroma Coffee

Shop are also located on the main floor with the bar and restaurant.
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830, Jay Peak Road
Jay, VeRmont 05859



 
The Tram haus Lodge

Alice’s Table, is named after alice Lewis (one of Jay Peak’s first employees), and is located in the tram Haus Lodge. With sweeping views of Jay Peak’s summit 

and the West Bowl, alice’s offers locally-sourced cuisine featuring steaks from the Vermont Highland Cattle Company to trout from Vermont waters. the room can 

be configured to fit any occasion; you just have to give us ample time as we handle the tables with care—each one is made from reclaimed wood from local barns 

and bridges throughout the northeast kingdom.

•  a contemporary space with natural earth tones

•  Repurposed barn and bridge wood create elegant yet rustic dining tables

•  Floor to ceiling windows capture the majesty and season of the outdoors

 

The Tower Bar, is located in the tram Haus Lodge, is the heartbeat of après ski revelry at Jay Peak Resort. With a wall of ten-foot windows, the slopeside pub 

affords diners spectacular views of Jay Peak’s ski trails and the West Bowl. It also offers visitors a glimpse into the resort’s past. Various seating areas, side bars 

and tables were constructed from old lift towers and sheave taken wheels from a chair lift that once stood on the site of the tram Haus Lodge.

•  metro meets woodsy – the combination of style and finishing’s creates a unique environment 

•  a stone hearth fire place and multiple flat screen tV’s decorate the hearts and minds of  sport fans 

•  tower Bar represents the true flavors of Vermont with domestic Beers and Wines along with pub styled cuisine

 

The Terrace, scales the outside of both alice’s table and tower Bar.  outfitted with fire pits and adirondack chairs the terrace creates an environment which 

encourages a community feel.  Fantastic space for a cocktail hour, wedding ceremony, or a number of other outdoor events, the terrace is a truly authentic outdoor 

option at Jay Peak.

•  Hand laid stone bricks create a custom design terrace

•  Fire pits bring warmth and a sense of community to a chilly mountain day

•  Vibrant flora and new leaf maple trees adorn the terrace creating lush botanical gardens

ALICE’S TABLE TOWER BAR

THE TRAM HAUS LODGE SET-UP STYLE & CAPACITIES

ROOM SQUARE FT. Cocktail Reception Banquet

alice's table 2200 150 120

tower Bar 1300 100 60

the terrace 9000 500 –

THE TERRACE


